LEMBAGA GETAH MALAYSIA
(MALAYSIAN RUBBER BOARD)

AGREEMENT BY A REGISTERED PRODUCER OF
STANDARD MALAYSIAN RUBBER TO THE
OPERATION OF THE SMR INSPECTORATE

I/We ...................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................
(Name of Proprietor or Company)

being the authorised agent (s) of the estate (s) or factory (ies) and who have been allocated the
SMR Registered Letter (s) ................................... agree to and give the following undertaking:-

(a) that authorised SMR Inspectors will be allowed free access to our factory, packing shed and
godown and to our office (records of SMR production).

(b) that authorised SMR Inspectors will be allowed access to and sample any rubbers in our
premises packed as SMR.

(c) that we will temporarily suspend the export/local sale of any rubber as SMR if requested
to do so by an authorised SMR Inspector.

(d) that we agree in principle to the opening at ports or elsewhere, pallets, packs and bales of our
rubber marked as SMR.

Signed by the Attorney to ..................................................................................................................

In the presence of

..........................................
Signature: ............................
Date: .................................